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GREG GOMEL    Phone: (202) 630-9250 

   Email: greggomel@thegomelgroup.com 

  Website: www.collincollegetrustee.com 

  Facebook: --- 

Education:  Bachelor of Science in History and Humanities and Masters of Arts in teaching; Jacksonville University 
  
Occupation:  IT Consultant; 20 year with United States Coast Guard Reserve 

Highlights of civic involvement: --- 

Platform: 

While all the priorities called out in the Collin College Master Plan are important, the one that strikes me as the most 
pressing is “add workforce and academic programs to align with projected Collin County labor market needs.” Determining 
how we’re going to maintain focus on scaling the growth of Collin College to align with where the county is headed while 
balancing the other initiatives will call for a level of governance that is challenging. When working with my clients in 
dealing with similar issues of prioritizing projects across a portfolio of desirable goals, I ask them which will truly make a 
difference in the survival of their company. While Collin College isn’t faced today with making an organizational life or 
death choice, there should be a sense of urgency in preparing now for the needs of the county in the future. One of the 
reasons businesses are locating to our area is the quality of the workforce and by maintaining a focus on this outcome, 
we’ll prepare ourselves for this desired growth.  

  

GALA did not receive a response to its Candidate Questionnaire from Greg Gomel. 
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FRED MOSES    Phone: 972-345-1965 

   Email: Fred@Moses4Trustee.com 

  Website: moses4trustee.com 

  Facebook: Fred Moses for Collin College Trustee-Place 1 

Education:  Bachelor of Science Degree in Marketing, University of Bridgeport; Associate of Science Degree in 
Business Management, Housatonic Community College 

  
Occupation:  Founded Plano-based Telecom Electric Supply Company, a small family-owned business that offers 

wholesale electrical, telecommunications, safety and power products to its customers 

Highlights of civic involvement:  

 Collin College Living Legend Award, established an endowment that gives a scholarship annually 
 Tom Landry Leadership Award, Dallas Baptist University  
 Collin College President’s Circle 
 Collin County Community College Foundation Board 
 Dallas/Fort Worth Minority Development Council 
 Dallas Black Chamber of Commerce 
 Plano Partners Mentor Program 
 United Way of Plano 
 Plano Metro Rotary Club 
 Chairman of the Plano Chamber of Commerce 
 Chairman of the Plano Economic Development Board 
 Chairman of the Plano Community Home (Senior Citizen Housing Board) 
 Commissioner on the State of Texas General Services Commission 
 Commissioner on the Texas Department of Licensing and Regulations Commission 
 Vice-Chairman of the Deacon Board at Shiloh Baptist Church  
 Immediate past Chairman of the Collin County Republican Party. 

Platform: 

We have several issues facing Collin College. If elected, I will work to improve the campus’ infrastructure, increase 
marketing and outreach strategies throughout the county to grow our presence, cultivate workforce programs with 
businesses, expand the campus’ footprint and work with school districts to develop a technical school for our area. 

 GALA did not receive a response to its Candidate Questionnaire from Fred Moses. 
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NANCY WURZMAN   Phone: (972) 679-8987 

   Email: --- 

  Website: --- 

  Facebook: Nancy Wurzman for Collin College Board of Trustees, Place 2 

Education:  Bachelor of Arts in Education, Queens College; Masters of Business Administration Management/
Finance, University of Pennsylvania – The Wharton School; JD, Law, Texas A&M University School of 
Law 

  
Occupation:  Principal Consultant, risk management and insurance consulting to clients across numerous industries 

Highlights of civic involvement: --- 

Platform: --- 

GALA CANDIDATE QUESTIONAIRRE 

What would you, as a Collin College Trustee, do to educate yourself about the diverse community you serve, including 
the LGBT community? Do you consider it a priority to ensure that faculty and other College employees receive 
diversity training which includes information regarding the LGBT community? 

There are multiple ways of becoming informed about issues facing diverse communities, and I believe that intellectual 
understanding of the community's challenges-- while indispensable-- does not go far enough. I believe the most important thing I 
can do to educate myself about the diverse community I serve is to *listen* to the experience of a wide variety of that 
community's members. The LGBTQ+ community encompasses a particularly plural set of experiences, which means that I have 
a responsibility to look for and be receptive to as many individual experiences as I can encounter.  

On a personal level as well as a policy level, educating myself and others requires an appreciation that respect and empathy 
reinforce one another. Diversity training of College employees is important to me not only because removing the obstacles that 
prevent some communities from fully accessing the benefits of education-- and that includes feeling safe and welcome-- is the 
right thing to do, but also because it embodies our cover values of dignity and respect and benefits the entire College and its 
larger community. We serve our community best when we listen and can be listened to, and diversity training is invaluable as a 
prerequisite to respectful communication, and empathetic appreciation of experiences that differ from our own in ways that are 
sometimes difficult to imagine. 

mailto:%2520jackliu4pisd@gmail.com


NANCY WURZMAN  

Currently there is no state or federal law that protects LGBT individuals in regards to employment. How can you assure 
College hiring, firing and promotions will be conducted without regard to sexual orientation and gender identity? 

My goal as a Trustee has been to foster a culture of respect for all people regardless of who they are, what they believe, and 
other choices they make for themselves, including issues of gender identity and sexual orientation. Our primary goal is 
education of our students, and any personal characteristic, issue, orientation, or lifestyle choice that does not affect the ability of 
a college employee to act in accordance with our core values has no business being used in any employment decision. I support 
programs for people in position to make employment decisions that promote understanding of biases against people who may 
have different gender identity and sexual orientations. 

The so-called "bathroom bill," known as Texas SB6, says that the restrooms and changing facilities in public spaces — 
public schools and government buildings, for example — should be restricted to people of the same "biological sex." 
The bill defines biological sex as the sex listed on one's birth certificate. The bill would overrule any local transgender-
friendly bathroom ordinances, like ones passed in Dallas and Austin. Please discuss your opposition or support of this 
legislation. 

I stand firmly opposed to this bill on many different levels. First, I am troubled by a state which touts "small government" 
imposing lower standards than local municipalities when it comes to protecting their communities. There has been an alarming 
lack of evidence that allowing people to use the bathroom of the gender with which they identify causes harm to anyone. It 
carries a heavy and unwarranted presumption that people whose gender identity does not match the "sex" assigned on their 
birth certificate are predisposed to being dangerous just because of that identity. It ignores the fact that there are many situations 
where the "sex" listed on a person's birth certificate doesn't actually even match that person's biology, such as people in the 
intersex community and along the spectrum of when anatomical genitalia and DNA are not necessarily aligned. I do not see any 
way to practically implement this legislation, because it is unclear who will have the ability to act as the "potty police" and be able 
to check the anatomy and birth certificate of another person going into the same restroom. However, the most important reason I 
oppose this bill that it increases the risk of violence against transgendered people, not to mention forces them into a degrading 
dilemma. I believe this bill is a "solution" to a manufactured "problem" which is causing real harm to already vulnerable people in 
our community. 

From DCCCD Statement of Non-Discrimination: “The seven individually accredited colleges of the Dallas County 
Community College District are part of an equal opportunity system that provides education and employment 
opportunities without discrimination on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, sex, disability, age, sexual 
orientation, gender identity, or gender expression.” Would you support amending Collin College’s statement to include 
“sexual orientation, gender identity, or gender expression?” Please explain your answer. 

I would support amending Collin College's Non-Discrimination Statement to be more inclusive of our core values of dignity and 
respect for all our faculty, staff, and students. Collin College is an institution where we regularly go above and beyond what is 
legally required and strive to do what benefits our college and the community as a whole. Discrimination in any form is 
antithetical to our core values of dignity and respect, and we do a disservice to our entire college community when we set the 
bar low and only look to comply with the letter of the law. 

Why should members of the LGBT community support your candidacy? 

I strive to operate in solidarity with the LGBTQ+ community, as I do with all marginalized and vulnerable populations in our 
community. I believe we are stronger as a community when we embrace those things that celebrate our differences in an open, 
honest, and respectful way. I believe that education is about much more than simply imparting knowledge to our students. We 
need to open dialogues and ask our students to stretch out of their comfort zones to discuss those issues that can divide us. My 
goal as a Trustee has been and will continue to be creating a place where everyone is able to reach their potential coming from 
wherever they are on their journey. I will continue to be a fierce advocate for the LGBTQ+ community at Collin College and in the 
community at large.  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JERI LANDFAIR CHAMBERS  Phone: --- 

   Email: jeri@4collincollege.com 

  Website: www.4collincollege.com 

  Facebook: Jeri Landfair Chambers 

Education:  Undergraduate, University of Texas-Austin; Master's in Educational Administration and Supervision, University 
of Nebraska 

  
Occupation:  Teacher/Tutor 

Highlights of civic involvement:  

 Plano Youth Leadership, President 
 Junior League of Collin County 
 Collin County Community Representative 
 Sustainer of the Year, 2015 
 Collin County Homeless Coalition 
 Plano ISD Education Foundation, Board Member 
 CORE Store Committee Member 
 Strategic Planning Committee 
 Plano Senior High Band Boosters, Board Member 
 Plano Independent School District Committees 
 School Based Improvement Committee (Plano Senior High) 
 PISD Elementary Academy Committee 
 Christ United Methodist Church 

Platform: 

Collin College is a vibrant part of our community with many opportunities for continued growth. I am excited to announce my 
candidacy for Collin College Trustee, Place 2. As a Trustee, I plan to influence the continued growth of the college in a manner 
that maximizes learning opportunities for students and families. In today’s economic world, community colleges are a crucial 
bridge to a secure future. With an associate’s degree or as a foundation to a 4-year degree, community colleges are where 
meaningful change takes place in the life of a student.  
  
As the county grows, Collin College has the opportunity to grow and serve more students. Meeting students’ needs in an ever-
changing workforce is imperative. Collin College is one of THE best community college systems in the nation. With enrollment of 
more than 52,000 students in both credit and non-credit courses, the college serves as a vital component in our Collin County 
community.  
  
The College is a national model for the delivery of a high-quality, affordable community college experience for all. As a Trustee 
and community advocate, I will work to maintain this excellence and guide the college to meet evolving student needs, job 
market and work force challenges. 

JERI LANDFAIR CHAMBERS  



GALA CANDIDATE QUESTIONAIRRE 

What would you, as a Collin College Trustee, do to educate yourself about the diverse community you serve, including 
the LGBT community? Do you consider it a priority to ensure that faculty and other College employees receive 
diversity training which includes information regarding the LGBT community? 

I know firsthand how difficult the topic of diversity can be to teach and facilitate. Through my experiences with Plano Youth 
Leadership, my church, and my own desire to have a strong cultural intelligence, I have learned the danger of a single story and 
the value of getting to know people one story at a time. The role of a trustee does not include determining what staff 
development faculty and employees receive. However, upholding the College Core Values to include "Dignity and Respect", 
means that the Trustees are responsible for ensuring that the College demonstrates ways in which all Core Values are promoted 
and supported. At every opportunity I will help shape the strategic direction of the College to emphasize relationship building so 
that all people can work more effectively together. 

Currently there is no state or federal law that protects LGBT individuals in regards to employment. How can you assure 
College hiring, firing and promotions will be conducted without regard to sexual orientation and gender identity? 

Creating a culture of equanimity is promoted in Collin College’s Core Value of “Dignity and Respect”.  The College has policies 
for hiring, firing and promotions that are nondiscriminatory and procedures exist to address any person who feels like those 
policies are not being followed. Should there be evidence that the policies and procedures are not effective, the trustees have a 
responsibility to make policies and procedures that are effective and provide protection for all people. 

The so-called "bathroom bill," known as Texas SB6, says that the restrooms and changing facilities in public spaces — 
public schools and government buildings, for example — should be restricted to people of the same "biological sex." 
The bill defines biological sex as the sex listed on one's birth certificate. The bill would overrule any local transgender-
friendly bathroom ordinances, like ones passed in Dallas and Austin. Please discuss your opposition or support of this 
legislation. 

I do not support SB6. 

From DCCCD Statement of NonDiscrimination: “The seven individually accredited colleges of the Dallas County 
Community College District are part of an equal opportunity system that provides education and employment 
opportunities without discrimination on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, sex, disability, age, sexual 
orientation, gender identity, or gender expression.” Would you support amending Collin College’s statement to include 
“sexual orientation, gender identity, or gender expression?” Please explain your answer. 

Collin College’s nondiscrimination statement currently includes “race, color, religion, sex, age, national origin, disability, veteran 
status or other legally protected class.” The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) states “Discrimination against 
an individual because of gender identity, including transgender status, or because of sexual orientation is discrimination because 
of sex in violation of Title VII.”  (Civil Rights Act of 1964) By this definition of “sex”, Collin College’s current statement of 
nondiscrimination provides the intent for legal protection. With evidence that the nondiscrimination clause should be changed, 
modified or updated because any class is not protected or definitions by the EOCC are modified, I would certainly support 
making the changes to the nondiscrimination statement. 

Why should members of the LGBT community support your candidacy? 

I am passionate about education and passionate about the impact Collin College has on students and the community. My 
education, time the classroom and civic involvement and leadership in Collin County with an emphasis on education make me 
an ideal trustee.  

I do my homework. I am a hard worker. I am accessible. I believe in the mission and vision of Collin College and support and 
personally live out the College’s Core Values. The Core Value of “Dignity and Respect” applies to all human beings.  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DR. STACEY DONALD   Phone: --- 

   Email: staceyforcollin@staceydonald.com 

  Website: www.staceydonald.com 

  Facebook: Stacey Donald for Collin College Board of Trustees, Place 3 

Education:  Bachelor's in English, MA in Literary Studies, and PhD in Literary Studies,University of Texas at Dallas 

Occupation:  Faculty Chair of Liberal Arts and Sciences and Faculty Excellence for DeVry University, where she has 
taught for six years and acted as Chair for the last three 

Highlights of civic involvement: --- 

Platform: 

The existing board has crafted a comprehensive master plan for Collin College’s future in the midst of the explosive 
growth Collin is and will continue to experience. I want to help with the implementation of the plan in the following areas: 

1. Adding more academic perspective to decisions regarding rapid growth. The current board members contribute 
impressive amounts of legal, economic and project management acumen, but there needs to be more of a balance 
between the business and academic aspects of college leadership. As the college continues to open new and expand 
existing campuses, it’s critical that the faculty are supported, developed and kept up-to-date on technology as a tool to 
increase student engagement. 

2. Encouraging the addition of more workforce programs. These are a part of the master plan already, but we need more 
if we’re going to sustain our community in Collin County and maintain the economic advantage that Collin College 
brings to all members of our community. A big part of this is working towards a culture that values workforce 
certifications like HVAC and plumbing as much as we value students working towards transferring to a traditional four-
year university. 

  
   



DR. STACEY DONALD  

GALA CANDIDATE QUESTIONAIRRE 

What would you, as a Collin College Trustee, do to educate yourself about the diverse community you serve, including 
the LGBT community? Do you consider it a priority to ensure that faculty and other College employees receive 
diversity training which includes information regarding the LGBT community? 

We all need continuing education. I know that personally, I need more education regarding students with disabilities and 
Muslims. Those are the groups whose issues I know the least about. My minor for my PhD was in gender theory, and I learned a 
good deal about the theoretical and ideological constructs for both biological and sexual identities in my studies. This has been a 
great basis for my own understanding of the LGBT community. I would like to do more with GALA and especially with the LGBT 
student organization, SPECTRUMS, to learn about student issues and concerns at the college. I do think it’s important for all 
college employees to receive diversity training, and the students are the best source for feedback on what training is essential. 

Currently there is no state or federal law that protects LGBT individuals in regards to employment. How can you assure 
College hiring, firing and promotions will be conducted without regard to sexual orientation and gender identity? 

In all honesty, I don’t know that I can. I don’t want to overstate the power that one Trustee might have in hiring practices. The 
Board votes in the college president’s hiring recommendations, and I will do all that I can to ensure that those choices are fair. I 
can say that I will fight at every opportunity to have nondiscriminatory language added to Collin College’s hiring practices. I will 
openly speak out against discriminatory practices and use any tool at my disposal to ensure fair hiring practices.  

The so-called "bathroom bill," known as Texas SB6, says that the restrooms and changing facilities in public spaces — 
public schools and government buildings, for example — should be restricted to people of the same "biological sex." 
The bill defines biological sex as the sex listed on one's birth certificate. The bill would overrule any local transgender-
friendly bathroom ordinances, like ones passed in Dallas and Austin. Please discuss your opposition or support of this 
legislation. 

I am opposed to this legislation both as a private citizen and in the scope of the Board of Trustees for the college. The vague 
language of the bill provides no guidance in the day-to-day practice of this law (Who will be monitoring bathrooms? Who will 
provide and pay for training and compensation for bathroom monitors?), and that speaks to the true nature of the bill: targeting, 
isolating, and marginalizing an already marginalized group in our community. Additionally, no organizations that fight sex crimes 
in Texas are in support of this legislation, indicating that the social threat is nil.  

From DCCCD Statement of NonDiscrimination: “The seven individually accredited colleges of the Dallas County 
Community College District are part of an equal opportunity system that provides education and employment 
opportunities without discrimination on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, sex, disability, age, sexual 
orientation, gender identity, or gender expression.” Would you support amending Collin College’s statement to include 
“sexual orientation, gender identity, or gender expression?” Please explain your answer. 

I would absolutely support the inclusion of that language into the Non Discrimination policy. All that should matter is if someone 
is qualified for the job in question. Discriminatory practices weaken the culture of the college, which should be one of 
acceptance. It’s only in very open, safe spaces that quality learning and engagement takes place, and that is the space that 
college faculty and staff deserve. Additionally, our centers of higher learning are obliged to encourage a free exchange of ideas 
and practice equality as a cornerstone of the larger community they serve.  

Why should members of the LGBT community support your candidacy? 

Please support my candidacy because I am an advocate for all people. It just seems decent and human to extend the same 
rights to all humans. It just seems decent and human to refer to people by the pronoun they prefer. It just seems decent and 
human to let people use the bathroom where they are the most comfortable. On a personal level, my husband, daughter and I 
traveled to Austin recently with GALA for Advocacy for Equality legislative day. As a Trustee, I will do all within my power to stand 
for the LGBT community at Collin College.  
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LARRY WAINWRIGHT   Phone: (972) 727-5145 

   Email: --- 

  Website: --- 

  Facebook: --- 

Education:  --- 
  
Occupation:  Insurance Broker; previous Associate Faculty Member, Collin College 

Highlights of civic involvement:  

 Seven years as a member of the Collin College Board of Trustees. Serving on two committees and 
chairman of one committee 

 Twenty-five years as an associate faculty member 

 Collin County business owner 

 Chamber of Commerce Allen and McKinney 

 Leadership Allen Graduate 

Platform: 

Growth – the population explosion of Collin County and surrounding areas creates key opportunities for Collin College. 
Expanding workforce and occupational programs, corporate college and engaging public/private partnerships with local 
employers are just a part of the long-term plan. While serving over 53,000 students today, we must plan for a college 
meeting the needs of 75,000 to 100,000 students. 

Funding – as a result of declining state funding, college tuitions have reached heights that prevent many from attending 
college. Tuitions rise, but thankfully Collin College has maintained the lowest hourly tuition rate by wise financial planning, 
long-term strategic planning and housing growth in Collin County. While Collin College has remained affordable, the 
economic impact is visible in the local community. Creating jobs, increasing the county tax base and stimulating more 
spending as a result of higher earnings have been the long term benefits of our community college. 

 GALA did not receive a response to its Candidate Questionnaire from Larry Wainright. 
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DR. RAJ MENON   Phone: 972-758-3800 

   Email: rajmenon@collin.edu 

  Website: www.rajmenon.com 

  Facebook: Dr. Raj Menon - Collin College Trustee 

Education:  Master of Technology, Indian Institute of Technology (IIT); Master of Science, Chemical Engineering, 
Master of Business Administration, and Ph.D., University of Texas at Austin 

  
Occupation:  President and CEO of Flat World Design 

Highlights of civic involvement:  

 Medical Center of Plano Board 
 Plano Symphony Orchestra Board 
 Atlantic Housing Foundation Board in Dallas  
 IIT Alumni Association Board of North Texas 
 University of Texas at Dallas Eric Johnson School of Engineering and Computer Science Advisory Board 
 Leadership Plano Executive Board 
 Preston Green Homeowners Association  
 Multiple boards and committees in the Plano Independent School District 

Platform: 

According to Dr. Menon, “A passion for community service and a vision for Collin College that will ultimately make Collin 
County a better place are two of the main reasons for me to consider public office. My experience in working out 
differences and helping to build consensus will be a plus for me.” “I am very fortunate to be living in and own a home and 
business in Collin County, which is consistently rated one of the best places in the country to live, work, and play; and I 
want to do whatever I can to make this a better community,” he added. 



DR. RAJ MENON  

GALA CANDIDATE QUESTIONAIRRE 

What would you, as a Collin College Trustee, do to educate yourself about the diverse community you serve, including 
the LGBT community? Do you consider it a priority to ensure that faculty and other College employees receive 
diversity training which includes information regarding the LGBT community? 

I am always out and about in the community, attending as many events as I can and I also try to be accessible via email and 
phone, etc. I also make it my business to interact with and learn from members of the community, including all the different 
constituencies that make up the Collin College community. Advocacy groups and organizations (like GALA) are also important 
for education and to help trustees and members of the public understand the issues faced by, and support needed for members 
of the LGBT community. Yes, I believe diversity and inclusion training is very important. Anything that can help us understand 
and be sensitive to our inherent and unconscious biases help us treat each other with respect and dignity and work better 
together. 

Currently there is no state or federal law that protects LGBT individuals in regards to employment. How can you assure 
College hiring, firing and promotions will be conducted without regard to sexual orientation and gender identity? 

The current college policy is to fully comply with federal, state and local law and to treat everyone with fairness, dignity and 
respect and does not tolerate any discrimination of any kind against anyone. We maintain many required and necessary 
channels of open communication throughout the "system" to stay aware of any issues that may crop up from time to time. 

The so-called "bathroom bill," known as Texas SB6, says that the restrooms and changing facilities in public spaces — 
public schools and government buildings, for example — should be restricted to people of the same "biological sex." 
The bill defines biological sex as the sex listed on one's birth certificate. The bill would overrule any local transgender-
friendly bathroom ordinances, like ones passed in Dallas and Austin. Please discuss your opposition or support of this 
legislation. 

Like many people, (on all sides of the debate), I am initially tempted to dismiss this bill off as "nonsensical" or "unnecessary." 
However, I have learnt over the years, in the course of pursuing legislative agenda, that the reality is a lot more nuanced and 
sometimes can be tricky. There is a lot of misconception on what this bill actually "purports" to accomplish. And of course the 
legislative process is still fluid, and far from being a "done deal." Even though the actual "bathroom bill" may not be getting 
enough traction - it is my understanding that there are other legislative efforts underway to include so called "bathroom laws" into 
other pieces of legislation. So in an abundance of caution, I will say, it is important to educate everyone on the issues involved, 
and for advocacy groups (and the public) to pay attention to what people are really concerned about. In summary - as a policy 
matter - this bill (as currently proposed) makes no sense. As a "political" hot-button issue - it is entirely another matter! 

From DCCCD Statement of Non-Discrimination: “The seven individually accredited colleges of the Dallas County 
Community College District are part of an equal opportunity system that provides education and employment 
opportunities without discrimination on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, sex, disability, age, sexual 
orientation, gender identity, or gender expression.” Would you support amending Collin College’s statement to include 
“sexual orientation, gender identity, or gender expression?” Please explain your answer. 

Collin college policies should and do follow federal and state laws. On the question of whether the college should make and 
enforce policies that are "ahead of" or "more comprehensive" than the federal/state/local laws and broader legal system - I am 
not so sure. It is not something that I want to make a blanket statement about - without understanding all the subtleties and 
impacts. However, I am, and will always be, open and willing to listen to the voices in the community and have a discussion 
about this (or similar) matter(s). 

Why should members of the LGBT community support your candidacy? 

I serve as a trustee because I understand the challenges we face, know what it takes to do the job, have the interpersonal skills 
and governance experience to serve, as well as a passion for improving education and for servant leadership. When there was a 
vacancy on the board, I stepped up to serve. The current board voted unanimously to appoint me from a list of several very 
qualified applicants. I am both humbled and honored by this opportunity and have jumped in with both feet, and have already 
dedicated countless hours to my service on the board...including attendance at various community events and chamber forums 
to be visible and accessible. I have also made multiple trips to visit with multiple legislators at the Texas Capitol in Austin - to 
advocate for the college. A more complete bio is available on my website at www.RajMenon.com.


